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Adverbs-Pronouns-Adjectives 
 

Track 9 
 
 

Intro 
3,2,1 Go! Adjectives 
Practice it, master it 
Now tell me what they do  
Tell me what they do  
Tell me what they do  
Tell me what they do  
Now tell me what they do! 
 
Verse 1 
Adjectives imagine this   
That accident was “hazardous” 
Highlight all the adjectives 
In this song right after this 
What’s a proper adjective? 
Well, I’m glad you asked me this 
Culture or religion  
Something like a Catholic, African 
Baptist or Italian 
Allegiance like Somalian 
Make sure you use upper-case letters 
Every time you’re using them 
Adjectives comparative  
I’m not as tall “as” Darius 
Adjectives that are positive 
He is “tall” and “merciless” 
Adjectives superlative 
He’s the “tallest” in the school 
And yeah that be Darius 
It is his description too 
Yeah the grass is “green” today 
And yeah the sky is “blue” 
And an example you can do  
On your own is describe your food 
 
Chorus 
Adjectives describe, adverbs modify   
Pronouns go around substituting their own type   
They can be in phrases  
We use ‘em every day and 
I’m not playing, listen to what I'm saying 
 
Verse 2 
Tell me what’s an adverb? 
It modifies a phrase or verb 
Adjectives and adverbs  
Can help describe the manner 
Frequency or purpose 
“Recently”, “at” the circus 

We waited “eagerly” and “patiently” 
“But” clowns make me nervous 
“Just”, “last”, and “sometimes” 
“While” we watched the sun rise 
“Every”, “often”, “during” 
Is describing all them fun times 
Many end In ‘L-Y’ 
“Quickly” you can tell time 
How, How often 
When, Where, and Why 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
Do you understand the words  
that are coming out of my mouth? 
 
Verse 3 
A pronoun that’s an object 
A pronoun that’s a subject 
Subjects take the action 
Objects don’t be acting 
Now this is kinda tricky  
Kris likes talking to Vicky 
He is liking, he is talking 
Kris is the subject not Vicky 
“I,You, He, She, It, They, We, These” 
Are Subject pronouns  
“Us, Them, Her and Me” 
“You, Him, It, Be”  
Object pronouns you see? 
Yeah I know it’s pretty deep  
But trust me you will get it B 
Underline the pronouns 
A hundred times you know now 
The classroom’s now a showdown  
How many have you found? 
Here are a few examples  
“I eat all the samples”  
“We can see the end!” 
 “She lives in Nebraska”  
“She says she’s my friend”  
“Summer’s fun for us” 
 “They are on the bus” 
“We are in a truck” 
“Johnny took him inside”  
“You can go down the slide” 
“He just bought a brand new ride” 
“This song took them by surprise


